Intro: Golden Gate Hop Ranch is a branch company of Hop Steiner and Stadleman Fruit. Golden Gate has four separate ranches, Roza Ranch, Prosser Washington, River Ranch, Mabton Washington, Mabton Ranch, Mabton Wa, and Emerald Ranch, Sunnyside Washington.

Duties:
- Meet with boss and field man to assess field counts and implement a spray plan.
- Keep spray records
- Fix small mechanical issues with sprayers
- Safety meetings about spray to inform my crew about them.

The narrow tractor which is used to spray anchors on the boarders of fields.

Sprayer nozzles, this set up is 6 nozzles per side which we used at 100 Gallons per Acre.

A picture of the sunset just before starting night shift

This experience was incredible I have worked in Cherries, Blueberries, Grapes and now Hops. This has fostered professional growth for me by reaching out to a new crop and new company. Throughout my internship I always had people to turn to for advice and grew a great understand and appreciation for those working management positions. This experience will help me achieve my career goals by expanding my agricultural knowledge and has opened the door into the management world. I had an amazing internship with lots learned and surrounded by supportive people.